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Background
The context for organising an online symposium:
COVID-19 situation response
The Immersive Technologies Symposium came about as part of COMPACT risk mitigation strategy that
was reflected in relevant grant agreement amendment put forward by the consortium. Specifically, due
to COVID-19 pandemics, after organising the last in-person symposium in Lisbon, Portugal, it became
uncertain if COMPACT project will be able to proceed with the original plan for symposia before the
end of the project. Therefore, an idea was put forward by the consortium to organise several, international
online symposia and online events instead of planned in person symposia.

Immersive Technologies Symposium which was marketed as European Immersive Technologies
Symposium has been set up as a venue to engage with media convergence stakeholders over the topic of
the latest, emerging generation of social media, leveraging Immersive Virtual Reality Technologies –
Social VR.
The increased use of emergent online communication technologies became even more pronounced
during the time of COVID-19 and that opportunity was seized by major VR hardware and services
providers, such as Facebook. In fact, there should be no surprise that during the time of pandemics
Facebook announced at their Facebook Connect1 event that they decided to merge their Oculus Labs
(Oculus is the biggest VR hardware producer that FB acquired) with their core research teams and to
open new, combined Facebook Reality Labs 2. The merger, in fact manifested itself in the very name of
the 2020 Connect conference that was called Facebook Connect this year not Oculus Connect as years
before. That move from Facebook to diminish Oculus independence spun a lot of conversation in the
domain. In that context, Facebook also announced integration of Oculus infrastructure with Facebook
and therefore demanding VR users to have FB accounts. That move spun more controversy that resulted
1
2

https://www.facebookconnect.com/en
https://tech.fb.com/ar-vr/
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soon after in the German Federation suing FB over monopolising VR space as the only service provider 3.
At the same event FB presented the new powerful, mainstream headset - Quest 2 that replaced the Quest
1 in just one year and outsold the predecessor in a matters few months.
Those events suggest two major developments:
1) VR hardware becomes ubiquitous and mainstream (the affordable VR device - Quest 2 sold in 5
million units until now and was released very recently)
2) major Social Media players already plan ahead to secure their place in the emerging space of VR and
AR communications.
Those developments seem to go largely unnoticed to regulators and mainstream media investigators who
still “dwell in the past” focusing on what soon may become obsolete “legacy social media”. While policy
makers and legislators try to catch up with platforms current business models, the key players are moving
already to completely new markets.
The pace of developments in the VR domain has been elevated in 2020 “pandemics year”. This created
an opportunity for COMPACT to go beyond the state of social media convergence met in 2017, when
the project started, and to embrace the newest trends and related issues. Specifically the European
Immersive Technologies Symposium has been triggered and organized by NUIG who conducts early
studies in the domain of serious communication through VR. NUIG also conducts trials with educational
sector on using VR in Immersive Classroom (Primary and Secondary schools) as well as professional
training for researchers. Those efforts by Dr. Lukasz Porwol were reflected in popular press already
before pandemics in his engagements with Mendely HQ London (Elsevier)4 also in Daily Mail UK and
further corroborated by Irish Times in the early time of pandemics 5 as possibly, soon essential, in the
context of increased need for remote work and education innovation. Dr. Lukasz Porwol travelled to
mentor groups of world’s best VR innovators coming together working at World’s Largest VR
Hackathon at MIT6 in the USA hosted for a week in the beginning of the year 2020. In the event Dr.
Porwol engaged with researchers and top industry experts as well as explored beyond the-state-of-theart and experimental AR and VR technologies. The collaborations established in Boston allowed him to
create projections for the near developments in the domain that he discussed in the Immersive
Technologies symposium with other speakers coming from both sides of the Atlantic meeting in
convergent Immersive VR environment.

The context for the novel mode of delivery
Since the Symposium was supposed to be organised online and on the topic of Immersive Virtual Reality,
therefore the host, NUIG decided to take that opportunity to experiment with the new convergent media
environment and to organise the symposium actually using the Immersive Virtual Reality technologies
by leveraging the free popular Social VR platform – AltspaceVR7 owned by Microsoft.
While standard VR events (on screen) have been organised widely, to our knowledge that has been
the first official event of that kind delivered by any EU-funded project or the first EC-branded
symposium to exclusively apply Immersive Virtual Reality (using Head Mounted Display) for both
speakers and the audience.

3

-https://www.roadtovr.com/facebook-germany-bundeskartellamt-oculus-login/
https://www.elsevier.com/connect/can-virtual-reality-revolutionize-education-and-communication-meet-the-researcherlooking-for-the-answer
5
https://www.irishtimes.com/business/innovation/technology-to-make-working-from-home-work-for-you-1.4205818
6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WPEMiESikI
7
https://altvr.com/
4
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Specifically, by Immersive VR Symposium we understand an online synchronous event where all the
participants engage in serious communication using the Virtual Reality Headsets exclusively – no
desktop or mobile VR engagement was allowed for any participant. Therefore, in our symposium, all
speakers and participants are fully immersed in the Virtual Environment rather than observing a virtual
scene on the screen removing to what is referred in the literature as the “screen barrier” and enable the
participants full co-presence.
That decision to go ahead with this quite experimental mode of delivery was guided by Dr.Porwol’s
successful academic presentation experience, who decided to present his research paper using Immersive
Virtual Reality technology at DG.O 2020 conference in June 2020 that was supposed to be hosted in
South Korea but went online due to pandemics. That presentation was the only of its kind and was
welcomed with much enthusiasm by the international audience, spun a lot of academic discussion and
was proven to run smoothly.

Figure 1: Dr. Porwol VR presentation at DG.O 2020

The recording from the presentation can be found here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pL3gxIggr0
That successful engagement followed also an innovative COMPACT team effort for group presentation
in VR. Specifically, at EuroDIG 2020 conference, COMPACT delivered a prestigious big stage
presentation by Dr. Lukasz Porwol, Dr. Tanja Pavleska and Dr. Bissera Zankova, and referring to the
COMPACT gender & technology study in WP2 (Figure 2). That performance, in contrary to the first,
applied standard (non-immersive) VR through Open Source platform Mozilla Hubs by Mozilla
Foundation8. Mozilla Hubs allows a hybrid access where some participants can use VR headsets while
other can join the meeting via mobile, laptops and desktop computer devices. The decision was meant
to allow greater accessibility to the event especially for COMPACT project partners who had a limited
number of headsets at their disposal. Here a recommendation could be made to allow future EC-funded,
related projects to secure some critical funding for basic VR tools for researchers to engage in this new
field.

8

https://hubs.mozilla.com/
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Figure 2: EuroDIG VR Presentation by COMPACT Team - 3 participants meeting in Virtual Reality using Mozilla Hubs Platform – in
the background, original artistic décor

The recording of the presentation can be found here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9NsXea8Kb0
The VR room used can be explored here:
https://hubs.mozilla.com/M4teCU2/compact-online-symposium
The full report on the EuroDIG event can be found in the Annex I, at the end of this document.
Implementing a symposium in fully Immersive VR required a novel approach and was a challenging
task for COMPACT team. Considering that accessibility of Immersive VR technologies is still limited
(VR headsets are still not in every home), we decided that another classic online symposium will be
organised on the following day using ZOOM platform. The dual mode of delivery has been considered
as another take on convergent media approach and a possible source of rich data on the difference of
serious symposium delivery based on the use of either using the legacy (ZOOM) and or the emergent
Immersive Social VR (AltspaceVR) technology. Therefore the symposium itself became part of the
COMPACT research into emerging technology trends, the benefits, the potential challenges and the risks
associated with the new medium. The two sessions to some extent overlapped with the set of speakers
but despite the similar agenda, the discussion span into slightly different areas.
Finally, both sessions were live-streamed via COMPACT Facebook account to ensure even more
accessibility and a possible broader set of stakeholders following the event.
The event was organised on 19th and 20th of October 2020 and allowed participants to attend either one
or both of the sessions. In addition a third day (21st) was bundled with the event, to accommodate a colocated COMPACT symposium on Emergent TV and production (ETP with discussions both on AR and
VR technologies) which is elaborated upon in the separate deliverable. The reason for the co-location of
the events has been the fact that a similar set of stakeholders was envisaged to attend both symposia. In
fact day II of the Immersive Technologies symposium already overlapped with the elements presented
in the ETP event and that is the reason why it would be difficult to talk about each of them separately.
4

However we made an effort to provide separate reporting for the two parts of the material to ensure a
clear message and recommendations.

Figure 3: COMPACT Immersive Technologies Symposium Day I discussion hosted on AltspaceVR platform - Immersive VR mode

Figure 4: COMPACT Immersive Technologies Symposium Day II online discussion hosted - ZOOM 2D mode

The success of the symposium encouraged COMPACT to continue on innovating with the VR-based
presentation and discussion delivery. That in particular resulted with another VR presentation made by
Dr. Lukasz Porwol and Dr. Bissera Zankova as part of Smart Cities Conference 2020 elaborated more
in detail in a specific event report. The unique presentation, similarly to the EuroDIG 2020 performance,
relies on extended convergence of VR, social media and arts in communication. We believe that the
delivery frameworks developed as part of COMPACT project both for standard VR (on screen) and
Immersive VR modes are a strong contribution towards an adequate exploration of the next generation
5

convergent media and should help future EC-funded projects and research to investigate the field further.
We also believe that the original character created for those presentations – a virtual influencer called
AI-mother (played by Dr. Zankova) has been established as a valuable asset appreciated by COMPACT
audience on various occasions. In addition the character can be leveraged for more education materials
produced by COMPACT. In fact a tentative commitment was made between the partners to realise more
episodes with the use of the created virtual persona.
In this context, the major work committed to all the engagements resulted with COMPACT sustainability
effort and with Dr. Porwol being recently awarded a grant by the EC-funded The Next Generation
Internet Explorers programme to travel to the USA for 3 months on research expedition as part of The
EU-USA next generation internet technologies development partnership. After the award has been
confirmed, relevant VR presentation was made to the research staff at Simmons University, Boston as
COMPACT research dissemination effort followed with further academic elaboration consequent online
meetings with the stakeholders on the topic of the Convergent Immersive Virtual Reality-driven, nextgen social media technologies.

The mission and the scope of the symposium
The Social VR domain which is an emergent social media is far from being standardised (as per WP 3
project results) and much research and investigation must be done into the opportunities but also
challenges that the newest means of communication can bring. As showed in our WP1 and WP3 research
results, the legacy social media that undergo major transformation from desktop to mobile are soon to
be replaced by new technologies based on AR and VR technologies. The pre-standardisation and
regulation efforts are slow to follow the pace at which the technology accelerates in the 21 st century.
In support for policy makers and media convergence stakeholders at learning more about this emerging
field of convergent Immersive VR we delivered the European Immersive Technologies Symposium
(EITS).
This event was intended to spin discussions around the benefits and challenges ahead of the emerging,
convergent VR media. Moreover the intention was to communicate, discuss and validate COMPACT
latest research conducted especially as part of WP1, WP2 (Gender Study) and WP3. That is in particular
in the context of VR as a new communication channel but also as an opportunity for the next generation,
convergent media.
The effort was put in the context of investigating the possibility to spinning a discussion and supporting
starting relevant pre-standardisation and regulation ahead of major communication infrastructure
changes. Moreover we wanted to highlight the key benefits for the EU industry, the potential avenues
for EU leadership that should be considered and supported by European Commission. There is no doubt,
that the space of social media is currently totally dominated by the USA-based entities and as our
COMPACT research results showed that is reflected in the specific biases and USA-centricity of the
platforms. Despite continuous efforts no European company or organisation managed to challenge the
hegemony of the foreign large social media entities in the European market. The emergent VR
technologies create new markets and new opportunities for both EU-based communication as well as
media entities to enter the space and secure strong position ahead of the global competition in Americas
and Asia. To raise awareness of the EU efforts and achievements in the field we put extra emphasis to
have a prominent speaker from EU who elaborated upon their most recent achievements (The Head of
Simulation and VR at VOLVO).
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Therefore Immersive Technologies Symposium was in line with our strategy to put COMPACT research
work in the most recent contexts of the media and social media convergence domain.

COMPACT project context and target audience
The objective of the COMPACT project is to increase awareness (including scientific, political, cultural,
legal, economic and technical areas) of the latest technological discoveries among key stakeholders in
the context of social media and convergence. We believe that the material from the symposium may
guide the policy makers, academics and general public to have a better understanding of the issues of
the emergent Virtual Reality-based convergent media and social media environments. Specifically, we
discuss the specific Virtual Reality affordances that gives it an edge over the mainstream social media
communications as well as the opportunities for EU industry, organisations and creative sector to
capitalise on the benefits brought by those technologies. Finally we discuss the challenges and areas that
must be investigated further to ensure relevant ethical and fair approach in next-generation Social VR
platforms delivery. We believe the research and analysis performed as part of COMPACT largely
benefited from and are beneficial to a multi-stakeholder community interested in learning about the
benefits or concerned with possible problems of convergent VR-based social media and online content
delivery and communication convergence.

Methods of dissemination
We applied various methods of online communication to reach out to a broad range of speakers.
Specifically, we used the mailing lists and direct mail communication as well as social media channels
(FB campaign, LinkedIn and dedicated virtual channels) were also used to raise awareness of the
symposium. For the purpose of the event also relevant short videos introducing agenda and speakers
were produced. The first video was also loaded to the virtual screen in the Virtual Reality meeting venue.
Day I Intro video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7-FbV4a1x0&feature=youtu.be
Day II Intro video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZhRI7TUEQg&feature=youtu.be
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Event registration was organised via Eventbrite platform where speakers and participants could acquire
relevant free tickets for either or both days of the symposium. Eventbrite link was disseminated via all
dissemination channels. Eventbrite was also used as a major communication tool with the registered
participants before and after the event. We reached significant number of 118 tickets sold (free tickets)
for the direct participation. Specifically we released 50 tickets for the Immersive VR session and 68
tickets for the ZOOM session.
The link to the Eventbrite page was disseminated via mailing-lists, direct emails and social media
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/compact-european-immersive-technologies-symposium-2020-tickets124417390765#
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Figure 5: EITS Eventbrite ticket sales

The symposium delivery
The symposium was hosted on the 19th and the 20th of October 2020 and it was realized as an online
webinar and delivered via Immersive Virtual Reality Platform – AltspaceVR on Day I and popular
ZOOM platform on Day II with a total 10 presenters and around 45 direct participants who were
allowed to engage directly with the speakers. That includes 4 external speakers in VR mode (2 last
minute apologies) , 6 Zoom Mode speakers and 15 VR and 30 Zoom audience. The limited audience via
VR mode was expected due to novelty. However the symposium was also live streamed via Facebook
for broader audience as no audience limit applied to FB. The stream was publicly available at
COMPACT Facebook profile: https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu The FB stream from the
Virtual Venue was watched by 255 people on the day of delivery alone.
To deliver the symposium on the AltspaceVR system we have selected one of the available virtual hall
venues, adopted it by implementing elements of branding and uploading slides/videos to the media
console behind the speakers. Then we have set up an online event with the use of that created venue
(capacity for 70 users) and disseminated the link details to the speakers and the participants. Finally
relevant roles were assigned to the participants. Therefore only speakers could enter the stage and stay
beside the panel table. Other participants staying on the large gallery would be stopped by an invisible
wall should they try to enter the stage. All the speakers had access to the virtual microphones and
“megaphone feature” that allowed them to be heard anywhere in the hall. Other participants would have
to get close to the stage or be given a virtual mic before being heard by everybody. Otherwise they would
be able to talk only to people sitting around them. Once all the speakers entered the stage we engaged
Facebook streaming via relevant Cameraman avatar positioned in front of the discussion panel table in
the audience and begun the symposium.

9

Figure 6: COMPACT Immersive Technologies Symposium Day I..

The webinar was preceded with rehearsal and infrastructure testing of 45 MIN conducted the day before
and live-streamed via Facebook. That part was essential to convey considering the absolute novelty of
the mode of delivery of the symposium. The initial discussion in the rehearsal proven to be very fruitful
and was disseminated as a teaser. The link to the rehearsal recording can be found here:
https://www.facebook.com/p0rwol/videos/10223628503763608
The actual online event started on the 19th of October at 16:30 IST (Irish Standard Time) and
concluded at 19:00 (0.5h longer than expected). The time was selected carefully with special
consideration that half of the panel was linking from Los Angeles, USA at significant time-difference.
It was important to struck a balance for timing and convenience between the speakers and European
audiences. Therefore the following information was provided to the participants to ensure absolute
clarity:
IST refers to Irish Standard Time - 16:30 IST translates to 17:30 Brussels, 11:30 AM New
York and 8:30 AM Los Angeles
Moreover, to ensure absolute clarity we communicated specific requirements (including VR headset and
software) for participating in the Immersive VR to the registering participants, since the understanding
of Immersive VR technology can be confusing.

10

Agenda
The meeting had the following agenda that was shared between the meetings on Day I and Day II for
delivery mode comparative analysis. The execution of the agenda differed in a way influenced by
partially having different speakers present on those days.
(IST - Irish Standard Time - Dublin)
16:30 IST- Introduction of COMPACT and the Speakers
16:35 IST – Speakers Short Presentations
16:45 IST – Keynote Presentation
17:05 IST – I Discussion Panel – The consequences of Immersion – what are the immediate
opportunities and how are we going to harness the power of VR in business, educations and
government
17:35 IST – Coffee Break – Rest Your Eyes
17:45 IST – Panel II Intro Presentation
18:55 IST – II Discussion Panel – VR and Mainstream Media – The convergence of old & new is
imminent but how is it going to happen? Future Story Telling, VR Live Shows, VR Performances – are
they already here?
18:35 IST – III Discussion Panel – VR past, present and the future – what are the major challenges for
VR adoption as a mainstream communication medium. What must we do to ensure VR will not repeat
the mistakes made by Social Media.
19:05 IST – Closing Of The Main Session – Summary of the Discussion
19:15 IST – Optional Presentations

11

Speakers Day I
We only include the speakers that appeared on the day though more speakers registered.

12

Speakers Day II
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Gender Balance Consideration
We put extra emphasis to ensure gender balance when composing the panels and we had 2 women and
2 men among the invited external speakers on the Day I of the symposium (Immersive VR). On day II
we had 4 women and 2 men among the invited external speakers present.

Performance Metrics & Assets
The event was preceded with a month of preparations including intensive testing of the hardware and
software infrastructure and contacting individuals through direct emails, mailing lists as well as social
media. The COMPACT team spent significant efforts at this symposium and related engagements and
event to ensure the novel and quite experimental mode of delivery. Those efforts could be potentially
spent on attracting more audience via classic mode. Nevertheless we believe the contribution of the event
is an asset of great value to convergent media research and broad media stakeholder. The impact of our
actions has been significant and has been proven through various sustainability outcomes for the
COMPACT team.
NUMBERS:
118 – Eventbrite Registrations
10 – Speakers present via ZOOM
50 – Participants
255 – views during the stream on Facebook platform on day I and 200 on day II
2h 36min – total duration of the online session on day I
3h 28min – total duration of the online session on day II
The video recording of the rehearsal immersive VR pre-event:
https://www.facebook.com/p0rwol/videos/10223628503763608
The video recording of the entire session on Day I:
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=354483312453101&ref=watch_permalink
The video recording of the entire session on Day II:
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=761408641372792&ref=watch_permalink
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Findings
Summary and Analysis
The consequences of immersion – what are the immediate opportunities and how are we going to
harness the power of VR in business, education and government
VR is more than just a new communication channel it is an entirely new paradigm of participation. Both
in the rehearsal session and the immersive VR session the panellists stressed on the importance of major
VR affordance which is Immersion and Presence. By those terms we understand the specific experience
of the individual engaged in conversation or interactive activity where two or more participants feel copresent in one time and space and are disconnected from the outside world.
While state-of-the art mainstream platforms offer good connectivity improved with the arrival of fast
broadband and HD video and sound, they do not really deliver on “presence” or “co-presence” that is
usually experienced during in-person meeting. That property for years has been giving an edge to the inperson meetings to online engagements and that is a major reason why online meeting did not push out
the largely costly in-person meetings (travel, CO2 emissions and related costs) despite the strong
economic and environmental benefit. In online meetings such as the one available with the use of popular
platforms such as Skype, MS teams, Cisco WebEx, GotoMeeting, Google Hangouts or ZOOM
participants are easy distracted and are limited by the “screen barrier” in the form of the computer display
through which participants “experience each other”. That has strong implications in attention and
“devotion to the meeting”. Namely if the number of participants is larger the meeting becomes
ubiquitously anonymous. Participants often check e-mail and check notifications as they arrive to their
computers or simply follow on with their work. The very common situation in the teleconferencing is
that the moderator asks some participants a question and the common answer is “can you repeat that”.
That single phrase is a strong reflection on how low focused participants are and what are the limitations
of this legacy technology that with some improvements has been a part of business and education for
over two decades. Those factors made in-person meeting to stay an essential component of every major
business, education and research engagement. Every EU-funded project could not really go on without
in-person plenary meeting organised once in a while to ensure relevant level of engagement and
interactivity while online components were only complementary. The situation now has been shifting
due to COVID pandemics and online communication as often the only option to deliver group work, cocreation and general connectivity.
The participants in the panels stressed that even though VR has still a long way to go to ensure
photorealistic graphics and going beyond the “cartoonish” style of the avatars due to computational
platform limitations is still a challenge, the VR already delivers strong Immersion and Presence where
classic platforms fail to deliver. The participants agreed that no other medium whether telco or social
media can deliver the same level of experience and any improvement to the current VR that is
progressing at a very fast pace fuelled by the large industries will be giving more and more of the edge
of the emerging convergent VR media technologies. In that context a voice from the audience was also
given and that was corroborated by the panellists, that VR allows people who are of shy nature to engage
with strangers more efficiently through quality conversation in VR meetings in comparison to ZOOMstyle conversations or social media engagements. Here, while anonymity guaranteed by the text-based
discussion social media platforms becomes often a vehicle for abuse and statements that are far from
appropriate, those engagements are rarely of real value and in fact diminish the value of human attention.
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That particular statement has been also corroborated with our Broken Internet Symposium that followed
the Immersive Technologies symposium where participants stressed on the lack of consideration for the
value in comparison to the quantity of the communication.
Another aspect raised in favour of the VR has been that while VR offers avatar representation that
preserves privacy (unlike webcam) it still allows a great level of expressivity and non-verbal cues
through hand movements, head & body movements, simulated gazing and lip-synch elements which are
very pronounced and well synchronised in VR. Also, even though VR is still lacking in proper haptic
feedback it offers a possibility of shaking a hand or reaching out to another person, something which is
literally impossible in other means of communication. The additional value discussed has been in the
area of equality and discrimination. VR by letting user to choose what to reveal and what to conceal can
actually help to remove some of the major communication biases that are present even in in-person
communication. Specifically, in VR the person’s sex, ethnicity, age, race can be easily removed from
the equation through avatar of choice, that does not need to resemble the user also voice alterations are
available for better level of privacy. Therefore VR has a potential to alleviate some of the major
challenges in terms of conscious and unconscious biases in communication.
Moreover, in terms of affordances of VR, the simulation of physics in Virtual venue brings elements
often forgotten in daily communications – which is the importance of casual communications and
meeting people when “passing by”. Those elements can be easily represented in VR as for instance,
audio is directional and affected by distance. Therefore if a person gazes at another person, the receiver
would experience different auditory feedback than if person would gaze elsewhere. Also if the receiver
is too far, the voice would be very low and the avatar would have to lean or move forward to hear the
other person. That element is important in a lecture hall setting where the audience can freely “gossip”
and comment on the presentation in the back of the room and do not disturb the speakers on the stage.
The same applies to coffee-breaks and small discussion groups always forming around the coffee tables.
That kind of semi-formal communication is pivotal for networking and bonding in conferences and is
being efficiently simulated in VR (“just without real coffee yet”).
Those advantages of VR over the teleconferencing or social media communications can have very strong
implications for business, government, education and entertainment. In particular the formal meetings
can be much more engaging with many elements of the real world simulated very efficiently. Moreover
because of the next-level of the convergence in VR , all other channels discussed (telco, social media)
can be in fact included in the VR communications and complement the interactions. However, VR can
bring even more advantage by allowing simulation of 3D shapes and interactive boards and models and
simulated environments co-exploration. Specific cases can be mentioned such as city planning, medical
research, engineering or new developments exploration. Applications to education include “school trips”
to heritage sites around the world, a virtual classroom and lecture halls as well as virtual labs.
The VR also gives an opportunity to all kinds of artists, actors and storytellers to contribute and deliver
their performances efficiently in a remote way that has been a major blocker for many during the
pandemic time. The lack of support options for the creative sector in the current lockdown situations
drove many companies out of business and rendered many creators and actors unemployed. VR can
bring some strong resolutions to the challenges faced in particular by that sector.
As the technology progresses at incredible speed and the devices reached mainstream level prices which
are comparable with a low-mid range smartphone (Quest 2 standalone 6-DOF headset costs 300 USD)
the ubiquity of those devices and infrastructures appears as a matter of “when” rather than “if”. The
major investments made by large players such as Facebook, Microsoft and Apple indicate an imminent
major acceleration of the developments in the field. Specifically, Facebook releases new headsets and
experiences and is going to release their Horizon platform that links directly to their social media
platform while Microsoft works on a number of similar solutions. There is little doubt that this market
is still purely emerging market and European Commission should make major steps in ensuring
European strong presence in the new convergent domain.
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In that context, the keynote presentation by the representative of VOLVO on Day II brings much hope
for the future of the European VR industry. In particular, VOLVO has already proven to apply efficiently
the VR technologies to their car production pipeline making specific savings on the design and
production of new models. VOLVO leverages simulation to evaluate mechanics, engineering, safety
features, specific aesthetic and economic aspects of their designs as well as to generate entire user
experiences before the models are put even into prototype stage. VOLVO uses the cutting edge Varjo
VR technologies (the best VR headset technology on the market) to innovate in many areas of their daily
business and major investments are made to further expand those research & development efforts.
VR and Mainstream Media – the convergence of old & new is imminent but how is it going to
happen? Future Story Telling, VR Live Shows, VR performances – are they already here?
Some serious benefits were discussed in the symposium about the convergence of the media in VR
sector. In particular the major technological advancements open new opportunities for content
production and delivery. As the extended reality technology progresses fast, there is less and less need
for physical presence of the actors and performance in the locations presented to the viewer Also the
costs of post-processing such as the efforts required to edit the “Green & Blue” Screen material is greatly
lowered by introducing just-in-time, interactive backgrounds using relevant infrastructure. Therefore,
actors do not need to imagine CGI generated graphics but can see and interact with normally overlayed
elements in real time. That applies to both news as well as the entertainment sector. An example was
given by the speakers coming from Los Angeles of the convergent production paradigms applied to the
production of the new Disney Start Wars Universe-based series – Mandalorian. That series production
is heavily reliant on the latest VR and AR technologies achievements. More and more studios are looking
at those technologies as they are unable to produce or deliver their contents in the traditional manner.
That was particularly reflected in the pandemic lockdowns and consequential delays in production as
those circumstances did not allow the film crews to meet nor perform together. Also, most of the cinemas
have been closed therefore majority of the movie premieres have been postponed. The convergent TV
and movie making and consumption appears to be justified both economically and through the
limitations of the pandemic-stroked world. The speakers expect progressing convergence in the area of
media and Virtual Reality as it can be observed in particular in the domain of Story Telling. Many media
houses such as Disney-owned National Geographic produce 360 degree and Spherical videos for VR
headset consumption. Moreover, fully Immersive, interactive VR experiences are produced by many
stakeholders allowing the audience to engage with the content unknown before. In that context many
“empathy awareness” material has been created relating to the issues of war, sexual abuse and racial and
gender discrimination. In those experiences, the audience can “look through the eyes” of the key
characters and experience them from their own perspective. Some specific examples were given on the
Day II of the symposium where unique experimental shows were conducted in Belgium and Netherlands
allowing the participants to “incarnate themselves” in the body of their partners or strangers and were
exposed to different, often challenging scenarios. Therefore, the discussion in the symposium showed
clearly that the emergent VR technologies can help with some of the major challenges that struck the
media in the times of pandemics but create also entire new means for content production and
consumption not explored before, bringing many of the serious TV and entertainment cases to the next
level.
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VR past, present and the future – what are the major challenges for VR adoption as a mainstream
communication media.
In terms of what is hindering the progress in the domain of VR adoption by various sectors, the
participants discussed several different angles. The penetration of the market in terms of available
hardware is still a major obstacle. That however is not rooted in the high costs, lack of market supply or
bad technology anymore. The last decade brough major releases of affordable and efficient consumer
technologies especially by Facebook-owned Oculus, Microsoft and HTC. The pronounced issue is the
lack of awareness of these technologies and the insufficient communication of general progress in the
domain by mainstream channels. Many industries and organisations and policy makers alike need to be
convinced that VR technology is no longer the thing of the future but very much the reality of today.
The research communication on major VR developments also does not seem to diffuse well to the
mainstream media adding to their profile as the legacy information channel. Most of the information
about the emerging VR technologies is disseminated via social media, gaming-related streaming and
through VR channels themselves therefore through purely convergent media channels. Due to highly
interactive nature of the convergent VR technologies, they cannot be easily talked upon but must be
actually experienced. In relation to this, the practical experience seems like a major deciding factor for
adoption.
Another problem indicated is the bad sentiment around VR that has been promised for decades now with
some major attempts at delivering consumer products in the 90s which largely failed due to limited
technology. The early headsets offered very poor experiences and made significant “motion sickness”
impact on users while not reassembling anything to what was envisaged in the Sci-Fi literature and
Movies for almost half a century. That disappointment and bad image of VR as expensive and poor
experience is prolonged and is a major obstacle for the industry to break through.
There is a need for more positive dissemination and relevant awareness campaigns that showing both
the new hardware and software that is available and more application cases should be investigated both
by researchers and mainstream media alike. Similarly like in the case of the contemporary social media
platforms, there is a need for new players and more plurality in the market to ensure fairness and balanced
space. However, no major investments in Europe seem to be made at a scale and magnitude present in
other parts in the world and that creates a space for extended domination of the USA-based and Asiabased new players (such as Xiaomi who developed early Oculus Go headsets for Facebook) in the
emergent markets. Since the established players are already testing or put in place next-generation
communication media and platforms that are interlinked with their existing platforms, services and
business ecosystems the window of opportunity shrinks for the new players to join the race.
The new technologies as they bring many opportunities, they also bring challenges that should be
addressed as early as possible to avoid potential mistakes made in the past (such as with social media
platforms). VR brings a completely new set of possible privacy and ethical issues. To mention one,
experts from Harvard University have warned that a person can be identified with a high level of
precision just based on the way they move their body, especially the way they tilt their heads. Since most
of the Immersive VR systems require detailed readings from the VR headsets on the movements of
person heads real-time, that creates potential avenues for people being identified without revealing any
data about themselves. The moment they enter the Social VR space, the system may be able to identify
individuals. That is just one of the examples that should be further explored and more research is needed
into potential risks and challenges brought by the new communication paradigms introduced by these
new technologies.
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Conclusions
We hope that our symposium will assist policy makers, academics, experts and general audience in
answering the burning questions related to the latest media convergence effects reflected in the emergent
Immersive VR technologies. While still perceived commonly to be “thing of the future” the VR
technologies already make strong entry into various areas introducing changes and impacting global
markets through major applications to business, medicine, engineering, car industry, government,
education and entertainment sector. VR is in fact a large convergent media framework that can absorb
all available communication and media solutions to date while allowing completely new ways of
engagement to be implemented in parallel.
Having said that, this is still an evolving and fast changing domain with major innovation introduced
frequently and significant investments are made both in hardware and software solutions by major ICT
players. Immersive VR brings new paradigm to online communications that needs to be further
researched and investigated to be properly applied to various domains. It is also important to address
some of the major challenges that these systems may bring. While it is still quite early to talk about
mainstream Social VR platforms the imminent release of some of the major platforms such as Facebook
Horizon (beta testing at the moment) creates a need for faster action from the European entities side to
secure their position in the emerging market whether in terms of convergent information media, TV,
entertainment media, business communications, education or in the e-Government and digital public
services areas.
We believe that the VR symposium framework created for this Immersive Symposium purposes can be
a valuable asset that can be re-used by other EU projects and a broader set of stakeholders for further
investigation and online meeting delivery alike.

Immersive VR vs Classic Symposium mode of
delivery – lessons learnt
Preparation
The novel mode of delivery used in our symposium requires higher overhead to deliver than standard
teleconference-based symposium. However, the major challenge is linked with the propagation of the
technology and the familiarity of the speakers and participants with the new medium. Having said that,
using standard (on the screen VR) proven to be an easier solution that Immersive VR (with VR headsets)
as it does not require a huge leap in changing the way of interaction and simply by requiring a VR
headset. Immersive VR provides absolutely incomparable level of co-presence and communication
experience to standard VR solutions. In our case, since the speakers were Immersive VR experts, the
choice of Immersive VR was clear and not much introduction was required to the participants in terms
of the technology itself. However, some of them needed an introduction to the specific Social VR
platform used.
Having in mind these details we believe that the more VR technology adoption progresses the lower the
ease of casual use of the technology will become. The teleconferencing solutions have over two decades
of optimisation behind in that regard however the social VR solutions are catching up quickly. The
preparation of the event does not differ much in scope in terms of preparation of speakers and moderators
however, that again is a direct function of individual experience and familiarity with the technology.
Realising a simulated in-person meeting in VR is relatively easy to achieve. Slides, videos and other
materials can be projected on the virtual screens and the virtual venues can be equipped with virtual tools
such as microphones, laser pointers, white-boards which are fairly intuitive to use and proven to be more
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intuitive that traditional web-interfaces. The “coffee break” meetings can be also arranged in virtual
venues allowing for semi-formal engagement. In our view, significant differences between each of the
Social VR platforms (they are much less standardised than legacy teleconferencing platforms) create a
bit of a learning curve. The systems have much potential to be explored, and most of the mainstream
solutions now are created rather with casual interaction than professional communication in mind. In
fact, there is many grassroots business VR meeting solutions in the market already.

Delivery
In terms of delivery itself, both Immersive VR platforms and classic teleconferencing platforms offer
different modes of moderation and are similar in terms of the “crowd control”. Nevertheless, due to 3dimensional nature of the Immersive mode, some elements ensuring smooth presentation are implicit.
For instance, since the audience is in the gallery and have no virtual microphones, the chance that
somebody from the audience would be unmuted would have little effect on the symposium as they would
not be heard by the rest of the people due to physical distance. On the side of moderator, the management
of the meeting requires more action from the person in charge who must turn and show nonverbal cues
to the speakers (and every move matters) therefore everybody must “stay cautious” at all time. That is
however a positive element bringing much more focus to the discussion – the participants simply can’t
do anything in the background during the event as they have to stay immersed. In terms of fatigue, our
speakers stayed in the panel for 2.5h (with one break) and nobody reported particular issues or feeling
bad at any moment. For information, the headsets used by the speakers included Oculus Rift, Rift S,
Oculus Quest and Oculus Quest 2 devices – all produced by Facebook. The smooth experience we had
proved that the modern headsets had made a long way since the first solutions were introduced and any
use of more than 5-10min would cause serious issues. Today’s headsets are well made and are quite safe
to use though producers recommend that no person below 13 years of age should use the headset as there
has been no extensive research into the impact of VR on children development.
The bottom line is that Immersive VR applies mechanisms that we would normally use in the in-person
meeting making it actually more intuitive and easier to figure out even for less techy people (such as
many senior users). Therefore as soon as people get over their fears of the new, using VR meeting
infrastructure is actually quite smooth. The interaction between the speakers and the audience is also
much more natural and as we have received questions from the audience, the interaction happened as it
would normally do in the in-person setting.
Having said that, VR provides extra layer of privacy for connecting from casual environments like home
– no fears that somebody will show up suddenly on our webcam or that our looks on the cam are not the
best; no anxiety that we forgot to switch off the screen sharing or somebody will see our private room.
In VR the only thing that is in the meeting is the person herself/himself and nothing else. That makes the
whole experience much more relaxing and more natural and quite resistant to unforeseen and unwanted
scenes.

Takeaway
The use of Social VR for hosting serious events is not yet as streamlined as the common use of
teleconferencing but it is already an easy enough process to follow if one wishes to achieve higher level
of audience engagement and much better participation experience for both speakers and the audience.
Certain compromises must be made at the moment such as using platforms which are primarily created
for more casual engagements and that require a level for some “tweaking”. The major limitation of the
approach is also that participants must be able to use and must possess a mainstream VR headset.
However, with the lowered prices and significant availability of the devices that mode of communication
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should become a more and more viable possibility for a wider group of stakeholders. One of the major
arguments against the current Social VR solutions is the “cartoonish look” of the avatars and the
environments. The reason for that is mainly the computing capacity of the current generation VR systems
that still struggle in providing photorealistic graphics at sufficient speed without making the participants
feeling motion sick. Nevertheless, as the processing power of the devices seems to increase rapidly every
year it is safe to assume that fully professionally looking meetings are a matter of few years. Having that
in mind, most of the speakers and the audiences using Social VR regularly do not refer to the visual
limitation as a major obstacle to strong and meaningful engagements.
At some stage the use of VR may significantly substitute the need for in-person meetings therefore
bringing savings to the governments & companies funding business trips and allowing substantially
lower CO2 footprint for collaboration-intensive projects. The use of VR is certainly something to
consider when thinking about possible longer impacts of the current pandemics and possible travel
restrictions in the future. On the basis of our experience we would recommend more research and funds
being put into doing more substantial investigative and development works in the area in Europe.
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BACKGROUD
EuroDIG 2020 Background
The European Dialogue on Internet Governance (EuroDIG) is
an open multi-stakeholder platform to exchange views about
the Internet and how it is governed. Created in 2008 by
several organisations, government representatives and
experts, it fosters dialogue and collaboration with the
Internet community on public policy for the Internet. Every year Eurodig culminates in an annual
conference that takes place in a different European city. Usually EuroDIG ‘Messages’ summarising the
key ideas and proposals stemming from stakeholders’ discussions are presented to the Internet
Governance Forum. With a record of 1200 registrations from all over the globe, this first virtual
EuroDIG 2020 made a record participation. (SOURCE: eurodig.org)

COMPACT Participants
• Bissera Zankova (M21F)
• Lukasz Porwol (NUIG)
• Tanja Pavleska (JSI)

Context
EuroDIG has been identified as a major platform for publishing COMPACT project results, especially in
the area of Gender and Technology as well as to disseminate to our stakeholders our study on
disinformation combating initiatives and internet standards and 5G. In particular the consortium
agreed to target the prestigious Big Stage session with a theme dedicated to gender issues in a
convergent society. In order to secure the place on the stage, COMPACT team had to not only convince
the jury with relevant topic and content but also interesting mode of delivery. We decided to
implement a TEDx-like novel, engaging presentation style. The successful proposal was set to provide
a novel, media-convergent approach employing innovative futuristic approaches to communications.
Moreover, we submitted our proposal for traditional workshop presentation that also has been
accepted by EuroDIG review committee.

2
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BIG STAGE CONTRIBUTION
COMPACT team proposed a unique, media-convergent approach combining a presentation in Virtual
Reality with elements of drama and artistic elements of décor. Therefore, our approach combined in a
unique way, research, digital communication media and arts. The presentation was prepared and
delivered by Lukasz Porwol, Tanja Pavleska and Bissera Zankova. The applied methodology included
virtual-avatars-mediated drama acting, using innovative, Open Source, cross-platform, highlyaccessible, Virtual Reality technology - Mozilla Hubs1 developed by Mozilla Foundation. That platform
is a major free tool to allow social interactions in Virtual Reality by allowing both Immersive (using head
mounted display) and on the screen VR. The original script was written by COMPACT team and has
been derived from Gender Report research by Dr. Bissera Zankova and COMPACT research on emerging
technology trends.

Figure 1: VR Presentation - 3 participants meeting in Virtual Reality using Mozilla Hubs Platform – in the background, original artistic
décor

Due to COVID-19 pandemics, the event was held online (using ZOOM and YouTube platform) and
recommended participants were invited to pre-record the presentations that were to be streamed live
on the day of presentation. This development inspired the COMPACT team to further innovate on the
initial idea, resulting in a VR drama presentation enriched with original Andy Warhol’s “Ladies and
Gentlemen”- style artistic elements (Figure 2) and futuristic music with lead-in introduction imitating

1

https://hubs.mozilla.com/
3
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online ZOOM chat. The COMPACT team also contributed to the musical intermissions between sessions
and delivered an original electronic music score “Ode to Unity” co-created exclusively with renowned
pianist Artur Moon.

Big Stage Presentation Scope
The COMPACT Big Stage presentation has been titled: “Gender in the
immersive digital future – a new matriarchy?”. The presentation has
been intended to present COMPACT research and gender report results
and put them in the context of near and far future of the next
generation internet. Specifically, the presentation was focused on a
Virtual Reality human (male and female) and Mother-AI debate about
the emerging social changes in the digital society of the 21st century.
Central to discussion were the increasingly technology-mediated
gender relationships. The scene can be considered a technological
adaptation and reinvention of the "first humans in paradise" trying to
find their way in the new environment. The context of pandemics and
human dependency on technology communication in times of limited
mobility was also tackled in our presentation to better immerse the
audience with explicit reference to the major challenge of the year
2020. To better engage audience we have prepared a dedicated teaser
banner (Figure 3) that has been disseminated by the organisers ahead
of big stage presentations. The original graphics also relate to the
futuristic genre of our performance.
The COMPACT Big Stage presentation received a very positive feedback
from both organisers and participants alike and often recalled as the
most outstanding presentation of the event. COMPACT team agreed
that the convergent, innovative format of the presentation could be
Figure 2: Original Artistic Decor
prepared for Big Stage session replicated in the upcoming events. Specifically, we have received a
COMPACT team augmented with Andy
feedback that the format created could be part of an educational series
Warhol's adopted style
featuring the newly created character AI-Mother (played by Bissera
Zankova). Therefore, we argue that the successful convergent approach to presentation indeed
fulfilled the expectation and could become a model for engaging form of information dissemination
and stakeholder engagement. The COMPACT team delivering the presentation agreed that this form
should be replicated in some form in another COMPACT dissemination activity and that some research
could follow.
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Figure 3: Big Stage Promo Banner

EurDIG full Big Stage session can be found here:
https://youtu.be/QSM1h9CNy8Q
COMPACT presentation can be found here:
https://youtu.be/V9NsXea8Kb0
More information and reading on the topic can be found on Eurodig 2020 wiki – Big Stage:
https://eurodigwiki.org/wiki/Gender_in_the_immersive_digital_future_%E2%80%93_a_new_matriar
chy%3F_%E2%80%93_BigStage_2020
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CLASSIC CONTRIBUTION
The second major contribution of the COMPACT team was the presentation in the Workshop Nr 6:
Social media – opportunities, rights and responsibilities. Specifically, COMPACT results related to
research work and analysis in the domain of disinformation, misinformation and malinformation online
have been presented by Dr. Tanja Pavleska as part of the findings from WP2: Policies and regulatory
frameworks.
COMPACT participation during the EuroDIG planning and preparatory procedure was coordinated by
Dr. Bissera Zankova, Media 21 F, who was also a member of Plenary Nr 1, Workshop Nr 6 and Workshop
Nr 11 organizing committees.
Involvement in the plenary 1 organising committee focused on 5G networks and investment enabled
COMPACT to advertise its first comprehensive webinar dedicated to the 5G technology and its
multifarious consequences among specialists and to invite EuroDIG experts to the event.

Workshop 6 Presentation
Original Session Teaser:
Thanks to the social media, everybody now can bypass traditional gatekeepers and – trading one’s
personal data for access – enjoy one’s seemingly unfettered freedom of expression in the digital public
space. But when does personal freedom end and personal responsibility begins? The WS6 session
facilitated a discussion on the limitations and pitfalls of freedom of speech on the Internet.
Workshop
Delivery:
COMPACT
presentation was the first presentation in
the workshop that set the frameworks for
exchange and discussion. It included
important set of findings on disinformation
combating initiatives run across Europe.
Some of the key points presented referred
to lack of multistakeholder cooperation and
coordination between initiatives, as well as
Figure 4: Dr. Tanja Pavleska presenting COMPACT findings in WS 06
the issue of “lack of fact checking of the
factcheckers”. The necessity of true involvement of stakeholders in the fight against disinformation and
conditions for better inclusion of the gender and digital rights activists were particularly stressed on.
The presentation by Dr. Tanja Pavleska received many constructive questions and was welcomed by
the co-participants coming from the European Commission and industry – Facebook. Dr. Pavleska was
invited to submit an article for the Better Internet for Kids newsletter. The article was titled “The Good,
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the Bad and the Urgent: tackling information disorder”2, where specific findings and recommendations
relevant for the Internet safety were developed.
The workshop recording can be found here:
https://youtu.be/7d76NQKVq0c
More information and reading materials including COMPACT publications are available at the workshop
wiki page:
https://eurodigwiki.org/wiki/Social_media_%E2%80%93_opportunities,_rights_and_responsibilities_
%E2%80%93_WS_06_2020

2

https://www.betterinternetforkids.eu/practice/awareness/article?id=6206859
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